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(76% eligible for postal ballots)

3 November (first Tuesday of November)
235+ million – over 70% of US population eligible (US citizen, 18 years or older)

53-60% (typical)

Total Electoral College votes
It is possible to win the popular vote, but lose the presidency – in 2016, Hillary Clinton had

almost three million more votes than Donald Trump, but only 227 electoral votes; and in 2000,
George W Bush won with 271 electoral votes, although Democrat candidate Al Gore won the

popular vote by more than half a million.

Group of officials (electors) tasked with choosing the president and vice-president, on behalf of citizens in
their state. Number of electors per state is roughly according to the size of its population – e.g. California
most at 55; sparsely populated states (Alaska, Wyoming, North Dakota) have the minimum of 3

Electoral College System

(270, or more, required to win presidency)

Most states award all electoral college votes to winning candidate (winner-take-all), except Nebraska and
Maine, who divide up their electoral college votes according to the proportion of votes each candidate
receives.

Swing / Battleground States
Most states lean heavily towards one party or the other, which means the candidates focus their efforts on a
dozen or so states where either of them could win. These are known as the battleground or swing states.

Election not just for president – all 435 seats in the House of Representatives (lower house)
are up for election this year, and 33 Senate seats

538

REPUBLICANS DEMOCRATS

TWO PARTIES

conservative - in recent years, stood for lower
taxes, gun rights and tighter restrictions on
immigration

defined by its liberal stance on issues like civil rights,
immigration, and climate change; believes the

government should play a bigger role in people’s
lives, like providing health insurance

(GOP - Grand Old Party)

Latest polling averages in battleground states

This year there's even more uncertainty than normal due to the coronavirus pandemic and the effect it's having on both
the economy and how people will vote in November, so all polls should be read with some scepticism, especially this

far out from election day.

REPUBLICAN

43%

POLLS / COMPARISONS

DEMOCRAT

BIDEN 50%

INCUMBENT 
President Donald
Trump
Vice-President -
Mike Pence

OPPONENT 
Former Vice-President
Joe Biden
 
                      (77 years old -  if
he wins, would become oldest
first-term US president)
Running mate –
Kamala Harris

CANDIDATES AND
CURRENT POLL

STANDINGS

TRUMP

(74 years old)

BY RACE

https://www.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/
FT_20.07.01.2020_religioustrumpapproval3.png?resize=310,565

VOTER DEMOGRAPHICS
BY RELIGION

https://www.pewresearch.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/09/PSDT_09.22.20_electorate.essay-0.png

Even with declines in all 50 states, White eligible voters still make up the majority of most states’ electorates. In 47 states,
over half of eligible voters are White. The only exceptions are California (45%), New Mexico (43%) and Hawaii (25%).

All major racial and ethnic voter groups lean
Democratic, except Whites

% of registered voters who would vote for/lean toward
voting for _____ if the election were today

Most white Protestants and white Catholics say they
intend to vote for Trump; most Black Protestants and
religious 'nones' (unaffiliated with any organised
religion) back Biden% of registered voters who identify as/lean toward...

Biden  Trump

Trump and Biden supporters diverge on importance of almost all issues – closest on foreign policy and
Supreme Court appointments; furthest on climate change and ethnic inequality

KEY CONCERNS

GOP holds edge on economy

Democrats lead on climate change, coronavirus
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Top issues for Trump supporters are economy, crime;
Biden supporters prioritise health care, coronavirus
% of registered voters saying each is 'very important' to their vote in
the 2020 presidential election
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https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/07/01/white-evangelical-approval-of-trump-slips-but-eight-in-ten-say-they-would-vote-for-him/
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